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Life is full of challenges for every human on this Earth. Whether you are
starting your day as an ordinary worker or heading the most powerful
country in the world. Your survival is dependent on dealing with the
people, gadgets, and the environment around you. Please make no
mistake in messing with any of them and train yourself with the necessary
skills (Hunar) for optimizing benefits in your favor. Important to mention
here is the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) caused by severe acute
respiratory syndrome virus 2 (SARS-CoV2), where skills to gain immunity
from this pandemic are universal. HunarNama is an effort to highlight
mainly skills required to benefit from emerging technologies and the need
for a necessary aptitude for getting immunity from hazards around us.
There are multiple dimensions of Hunar (Skills) that could be discussed;
however, HunarNama will highlight academic aspects, technological
frontiers, and associated contemporary and emerging skills. The idea is
to highlight accomplishments of technologists and their skills.
We will be looking forward to your contributions and helpful suggestions
in making this publication a great success. I have just taken a crude start;
its refinement is on your shoulder. To make this publication a success
story, I will be looking forward to your institution’s stories empowering
youth with skills.

Editor in Chief
HUNARNAMA
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National Skills University

in 1989 for qualitative improvement of

Islamabad - Brief history

science education in the country. In 1997,
both the NTTTC and IPSET were merged

National Skills University Islamabad
First Federal University focussing
on skills learning - Competency to do
a task is the Curriculum

to bring a new federal entity, the National
Institute

of

Science

and

Technical

Education (NISTE).

Birth of the National Skills University
Islamabad

Vice-Chancellor Appointment
The National Skills University Islamabad

The Parliament of Pakistan approved the

got

Act to upgrade National Institute of Science

October

and Technical Education (NISTE) into

Muhammad Mukhtar already has the

National Skills University (NSU), Islamabad,

unique honor to be the founding Vice

on March 07, 2018, and subsequently,

Chancellor for two universities established

the President of Pakistan approved NSU

in the country i) the Government Sadiq

Charter on March 12, 2018. This unique

College Women University Bahawalpur

institution

skills

and ii) the Ghazi University, Dera Ghazi

aligning with emerging technologies has

Khan. Notably, during his tenure as Vice-

dedicated

to

impart

Technical

Teachers’

founding Vice-Chancellor in
2019.

The

incumbent

Prof.

Chancellor of the Islamia University of

been established on the premises where
National

its

Bahawalpur (2010 -2014), this university

Training

emerged as the second-best in the

College (NTTTC) was established in 1985

country through efficient governance at

under the Asian Development Bank assisted

institutional levels reported by the Pakistan

Technical Education Project for quantitative

Council for Science & Technology. In

and qualitative improvement of Technical

Southern Punjab, this university always

Education in the country. Adjacent to

stayed ahead of other institutions in the

this, an Institute for Promotion of Science

region. He was involved in establishing

Education and Training (IPSET) emerged

five other universities in the Southern
5

Punjab during his tenure at the IUB.

Prof. Mukhtar has an extensive list of
accomplishments to his credit. However,
uniting Pakistani universities

in the

country, with a support from the Higher
Education Commission (HEC) of Pakistan
under the umbrella of the Inter-University
Consortium for the Promotion of Social
Sciences Arts & Humanities to work
jointly is considered an extraordinary
effort

in

the

country’s

history.

This

academic consortium with support from a

“I have been fortunate to work with

governmental organization is regarded as

the

the first of its type in the higher education

the

beautiful New Year invaluable gift. May
God bless you, happiness, prosperity, and

receiving the Outstanding Scientists (O-

good health”.

1) visa award from the US Government,
for which the initial eligibility condition
credentials

like

Prof. Dr. Muhammad Mukhtar
Vice Chancellor

Nobel

Laureates. He has several other accolades
and

Significantly,

Members. Thank you very much for this

Prof. Mukhtar has the unique honor of

of having

people.

Vice Chancellor Secretariate and Staff

sector.

is

finest

accomplishments

to

his

credit.
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facing the

“It will be a disservice to the National

unimaginable

Skills University Islamabad’ history, if
initial hurdles and impediments are not

There is no question about the reality
that National Skills University has unique
geographical positioning in the country. It
is situated in the heart of Islamabad Faiz
Ahmed Faiz Road in the sector H-8/1,
sharing its walls with the Higher Education

taken into consideration” --

Vice Chancellor NSU
Saudi Arabia, on hefty emoluments.
However, he decided to join his Alma Mater
as Vice-Chancellor just over the statement
of outgoing university executive, “IUB is
going to collapse over the next few months
due to financial problems and you as an
incoming Vice-Chancellor should not take
this blame.” He took this as a challenge and
transformed this institution into a fiscally
stable and leading one in the Southern
Punjab region during his four years tenure
(2010 – 2014).

Commission of Pakistan. It is hard to imagine
that such a beautiful tract of land keeps
getting deserted and deteriorated over
two decades despite being the pioneering
establishment for elevating science and
technology education standards.
Prof. Mukhtar, the founding Vice-Chancellor,
believes in transforming unimaginable tasks
into realities, whether it is a scientific issue
or governing an institution. He narrates that
during his services as a junior researcher
at the Thomas Jefferson University
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, USA, he was
tasked to develop a technology - brain in a
test tube. There was no encouraging data
for almost two years. However, through
his dedicated commitment, the model he
came up with brought almost $20 Million
grants from the US National Institutes of
Health and prestigious pharma like Pfizer
Pharmaceuticals. Once, he shared an
exciting story that upon his appointment as
Vice-Chancellor of the Islamia University
Bahawalpur, Pakistan he has the choice
of joining the King Saud University,

Upon his arrival at the National Skills
University Islamabad, the challenges
were unique. Beside deserted offices
and laboratories, a significant portion of
the university was occupied: few worth
mentioning are
1.
The
University
inherited
58
employees from the NISTE according to
the provision of the act. However, among
these 48 already in court, not to continue
their services with the university.
2.
Almost every building in the
university (except laboratories) occupied
7

by people, hesitant to leave university
premises. Some of them maneuvered to
get legal coverage. Even the university was
mandated to pay part of their utilities, a
unique model never seen before.
3.
Establishment of university statutory
bodies.
4.
The security situation was in
shambles, and due to the deserted place,
it was used as a hiding place for both wild
animals and illegal occupants.
5.
It was quite a new experience for
both the employees having their court case
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and willing to stay in the university.
For the incoming founding Vice-Chancellor,
every sun rises with new challenges.
However, a dedicated and hardworking
team believing in the university, have
embarked on the journey. Support to the
NSU from the Higher Education Commission
being a next-door neighbor has been
exemplary. It is sobering to mention that
one staunch supporter for the university,
Mr. Ajmal Hazoor lost his life, while others
kept helping the university.

dr. shaista sohail welcomed
at the NSU
She is serving as the Executive
Director of the Higher Education
Commission of Pakistan

Vice Chancellor welcomes HEC
delegation led by the Executive
Director
Prof.

Dr.

Muhammad

Mukhtar

welcomed the Executive Director of
the Higher Education Commission
of Pakistan and the accompanying
team.

9

The entire team visited facilities of
the campus and laboratories. The
honorable guests also visited the
automotive engineering technology
laboratory and were intrigued to see
facilities and dedicated students
working in the afternoon program.

other members included Mr. Imtiaz H
Gilani, Chairman, National Technology
Council Pakistan; Prof. Dr. Mohammad
Inayat Ullah Babar, Vice Chancellor,
UET Taxila; Engr. Prof. Dr. Muhammad
Younas Javed, Vice Chancellor, HITEC
University, Taxila; Dr. Urwa Javed, Vice
Chancellor, AlHamd University, Quetta;
Mr. Muhammad Raza Chohan, Director
General, Academics Division, Higher
Education Commission of Pakistan; Dr.
Almas Anjum, Dean, National University
of Science & Technology, Rawalpindi; Dr.
Muhammad Jameel Sawar, Director, BIIT,

defining framework for
engineering technology
Program
National Technology Council
Pakistan Initiative
7 January 2021
National Skills University Islamabad
Hosted National Technology Council
Meeting

Pir Mehr Ali Shah Arid Agriculture University
Rawalpindi. The Acting Registrar NTC,
Mr. Tanveer Lodhi facilitated the session.

Prof. Dr. Muhammad Mukhtar, Vice
Chancellor of the National Skills University
Islamabad, is also serving as Vice Chairman
of the National Technology Council (NTC)
Pakistan. A meeting of the NTC on “Defining
Framework for Engineering Technology
Programs” was held on 7th January 2021
at the NSU Vice Chancellor Secretariate.
Prof. Mukhtar Chaired this meeting, and

Several important decisions were made
relevant to streamline technology
education along with accepted global
standards of excellence.

Prof. Mukhtar welcomes honorable delegates
of the meeting on “Defining Framework
for Engineering Technology Programs” at
the National Skills University Islamabad
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Honorable delegates and Chair of the meeting
on “Defining Framework for Engineering
Technology

Programs”

contemplations

arrival of new faculty

Cooperation Agency, UNICEF, Ministry

members @ the nsu

Higher Education Saudi Arabia, Deanship

The National Skills University
Islamabad is extremely thankful to all
Honorable Members of the Selection
Committee

University,

of Scientific Research King Abdulaziz

Principal

and

currently

Investigator

serving

as

on

a

project

M.Sc.

in

Applied

sponsored by the HEC.
Dr.

Ahmad

holds

Dr. Ijaz Ahmad Ph.D. is

Chemistry, MS in Environmental Science,

an

and Ph.D. in Occupational Hygiene, along

of

Assistant

Professor

Occupational

Safety

with various professional certifications and

& Health at the National

diplomas from national and international

is

institutions. He has won many awards

responsible for overseeing departmental

and is a member of different national and

activities like academic programs, labs and

international bodies, including Editorial

skills development, including industrial

Board member of Journal of Safety

Skills

University,

Islamabad.

He

linkages.

Studies, USA. He is a certified Microsoft

His professional and research interests
include occupational health and safety,
workplace

interventions,

health

risk

assessment, disaster risk assessment,
environmental pollution, environmental
health, and project management. He has

Office professional with twelve years of
practical experience in Health, Safety,
and Environment in teaching, research,
training, and administration. He is an
approved trainer and tutor of the National

several research publications, including

Examination

peer-reviewed research, review articles,

Safety and Health (NEBOSH), the UK and

invited articles, and has presented his

an affiliate member of the Institute of

research at various international seminars,

Occupational Safety and Health (IOSH)

and conferences. He has accomplished

UK.

many projects sponsored by national and
international bodies like Higher Education
Commission Pakistan, Korean International
11

Board

in

Occupational

Dr.

Shahid

Anwar

Ph.D.

include but are not limited to Machine

is an Assistant Professor

Learning,

of

Security, Cybersecurity, and Computer

Information

Engineering Technology at

Malware

analysis,

Android

Networks.

the National Skills University Islamabad.
Dr.

He has more than eight years of teaching
and research experience in different public

Engr.

Bilawal

Rehman Ph.D.

is an

Assistant Professor

and private institutes. Committed to his

Departmnet of

field, Dr. Shahid Anwar was awarded the

in the

Electrical

lead student researcher of the year award

Engineering Technology at the National

(2018) for outstanding publications, the best

Skills University Islamabad. He received

researcher award for publishing in high

the B.S. (Gold Medalist) and M.S. in

impact journals. Furthermore, he received a

Electrical Engineering from the University

fully funded scholarship for his Ph.D. study

of Management & Technology, Lahore,

at the University Malaysia Pahang.

Pakistan. Engr. Rehman completed his Ph.D.

Previously, Dr. Shahid Anwar served as an

in power system & automation in the School

Assistant Professor in the Department of

of Electrical and Electronic Engineering,

Software Engineering, at the University

North China Electric Power University,

of Lahore, Defense Road Campus (2019-

Beijing, China.

2021). There he has contributed to the

He has over four years of teaching and

departmental review committee (DRC),

research experience in various public

Online

and private organizations in Pakistan.

classes

committee,

inspection,

research,

and

admission
overseeing

Besides teaching, he established
laboratories,

several

the co-curricular activities. He provides a

engineering

well-balanced, supportive, and engaging

laboratory

learning environment to all his students. His

accreditation visits.

research and teaching proficiency areas

He is a recipient of a fully-funded Chinese

manuals,

and

prepared
organized

Government Scholarship for Ph.D. studies
and university scholarship for BS & MS
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studies in Pakistan. He was recognized

Technology at the National Skills University

with an outstanding research award for

Islamabad. He earned a bachelor’s degree

the year 2019 from North China Electric

in Medical Laboratory Technology from the

Power University, Beijing, China. Besides
these two Rector’s Merit Awards, 4 Dean’s
Merit Awards, and 2 Gold medals during his

National Institute of Health, Islamabad, and
a Ph.D. in Microbiology with a specialization
in

microbial

resistance,

biosensors,

and bioimaging technologies from the

graduate studies are also to his credit.

Department of Microbiology, Quaid-i-Azam

Dr. Rehman worked on the operation and

University, Islamabad. He was awarded

control of Multi-Infeed High Voltage Direct

International Research Support Initiative

Current (HVDC) configurations during his

Program Fellowship at the University of

Ph.D. studies. He investigated the impact
of Multi-Infeed Interaction Factor (MIIF) on
local & concurrent Commutation Failure

Tennessee, USA, by Higher Education
Commission Pakistan as an integral part of
his Ph.D.
Dr. Ghufran has served Rehman College

(CF) and developed a formula to measure

of Allied Health Sciences, Peshawar as an

the influence of MIIF on local CF. Based

Assistant Professor – MLT (2019 – 2020). He

on his scientific studies, he proposed a

has over five years of clinical experience in

solution for discrete converter transformer

Medical Laboratory Technology and two

tap position in AC/DC power flow studies.

years of teaching experience. He also has

He served as a team member of the group
responsible for building an HVDC model
in PSS/E for the Matiari To Lahore ±660kV

contributed to academic administration by
serving as MLT program’s coordinator at the
Rehman College of Allied Health Sciences.
Dr. Ghufran is a Member Board of Studies,

HVDC Transmission Line Project.

Iqra

His current research interests include

international journals’ peer reviewer. He is

operation and control of Multi-Infeed HVDC,

also a member of the American Society for

Hybrid LCC-VSC HVDC, and AC/DC power

Microbiology and founding member & Vice

flow.

President of the Quaidian Association of

National

University,

and

several

Microbiologists (2017-18).
Dr. Ghufran Uddin Ph.D.
is an Assistant Professor
in

the

of

Medical

Department
Laboratory

The research interests of Dr. Ghufran
emphasize the integration of synthetic
biology and bioimaging technology for
clinical diagnosis with ancillary applications
in biomedical surveillance.
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two new visiting faculty
members join NSU to teach
documentary film making class

Syed

Nadeem

Naqvi

is

tic

an

and

documentary

Abbas
enthusias-

award-winning
filmmaker.

Iqbal

teaches

Film

making

In 2016, he received his graduate degree

at the National Skills University

from the Riphah Institute of Media Sciences

Islamabad.

and his research is focused on the filmmaking

Mr.

Talha

documentary

industry. In the last year of graduation, he
started his professional career by joining

He earned his graduate degree in Mass
Communication, specialization in Electronic
Media from the University of Punjab,
Lahore and MS in Mass communication
from the National University of Science and
Technology Islamabad. With exceptional
media production skills, he has worked
with some of the leading organizations
in the media industry, including Larachi
Entertainment and Radio Pakistan. Talha
also has five years of experience in the
Media industry in several roles like Teaching
Assistant of Film Production in ‘NUST,
Islamabad,’ Assistant Director in a Mega
Budget Pakistani Film ‘Ay Dilmeray Chal
Rey’ (in production phase), Video Content
Creator in ‘Innovations,’ Media Manager
in Islamabad’s leading SEO Company
‘Techvando Private Limited’ and Director
Media productions in ‘Fotohub Studios.’ Mr.
Tallha has produced many documentaries
for International NGO Marie Stopes Society.
He also contributes as a content creator
and Editor in creating Social Media content
in ‘PRO PAKISTANI,’ which is one of the

Capital TV as NLE & graphic designer in the
social media department. In 2018, he joined
Black Box Sounds as NLE and Production
Assistant, where he worked for the clients
like Mercy Corps, the European Union,
UNICEF, Voice of America, and Friedrich
Naumann Foundation. With a solid five
years of experience in the field of media
production, he worked on significant projects
including FCCL “Go Green Campaign,” Jazz
COVID-19 Campaigns, Wateen DVC, two
PTCL TVC’s, “Conversation@jazz” series,
and numbers of corporate and promotional
videos, also composed documentaries
for several clients. Mr. Naeem has won
the best documentary award in “Peace
over Violence” in PurAzam Awards 2019.
He currently serves the National Skills
University Islamabad as a Visiting Lecturer
for a documentary & filmmaking course
launched by the National Vocational and
Technical Training Commission under the
PM Hunarmand Pakistan Program.

leading Digital platforms of Pakistan.
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He has more than twenty years of

Academic Support Staff
Hiring continues

progressively

responsible

experience

in the area of IT system design and

A better IT infrastructure is the
backbone of academic excellence in
any academic setup. COVID-19
further pushed for enhancement of IT

deployment

ranging

from

planning,

evaluation,

equipment

selection,

budgeting,

procurement,

installation,

commissioning,

and

ongoing

LAN/

Raja Saleem Abbas is

WAN maintenance/upgrade operations.

Manager Network &

In the past, he led IT teams for several

Modernization at the

projects with necessary planning for

National Skills University

future needs. Mr. Abbas managed a mega

Islamabad. He is responsible for deploying

IT infrastructure development work for

and maintaining all the IT activities as an IT

$93.5 million USAID funded JOBS project

Head in the University.

and $160 million USAID funded Pakistan

Mr.

Abbas

has

done

MS

in

IT,

Reading Project in Pakistan. As head of

Higher National Diploma (HND) with
Specialization

in

Management

ICT services, he has also managed and

and

supervised system-support and user-

teaching. He is a Microsoft Certified
Enterprise

Administrator

(MCITP)

support teams. His areas of expertise

on

encompass:

server infrastructure. He is also PRINCE2
Environment)

IT Project Management • Information

Government

Management • Network Architectures

Standard for IT project management and

• IT infrastructure and operations • ERP

recently completed ITIL V4 foundation

implementations • Emergency Telecoms

(Projects

in

practitioner

Controlled
-

the

UK

certification. He also attended Network
Security conference conducted by the
ISACA in Netherland, Amsterdam, and
Emergency Telecommunication Trainings
in the USA, Italy, and Thailand.
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skilling youth through
interactions with
employers and industry

face

at

workplaces.

Significantly,

students taking part in skills training are
also facilitated to visit the industries for
which the requisite skills are required.

The National Skills University Islamabad
offers a variety of skills training programs.

Due to prevailing coronavirus disease 2019

Although, state-of-the-art laboratories/

(COVID-19), interactions with the industry

workshops exist on the premises of the

have been challenging. However, experts

university. However, experts are always

were invited to interact with students and

invited to share real-life examples and

train them with the requisite job skills.

experience/skills sharing that people

Syed Shahid Hassan Additional Director. FIA conducted training workshop for the Cybersecurity

Industrial Automation Class visiting Railway Carriage Factory Islamabad
16

National Skills University Auditorium Upon Renovation Will be Ready in April 2021

NSU Auditorium
a symbol of unique islamic architecture
The

National

Islamabad

Skills

University

auditorium

has

a

Rehabilitation/Renovation of the auditorium was initiated in
January 2021 and will be completed by mid-April.

unique architecture. It has a sitting
capacity of >500 people. Notably,
the
halls

auditorium
beside

has

the

three

above

split
sitting

capacity. Each hall has a modular
sitting capacity for 100 individuals.
These halls are separated by a
beautiful wooden partition, with
easy transformation into a single
mega hall. The auditorium has
three relaxing retiring rooms for the

honorable

guests/performers.

Rehabilitation of the Auditorium Took Immense Efforts
(Following are the auditorium photographs before renovation)
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Automotive Engineering
Technology at the NSU
Vice Chancellor National Skills University
Islamabad is striving to establish a Center
of Excellence in Automotive Engineering
Technology at the University
26 January 2021
On the special invitation of the Vice
Chancellor,

National

Skills

University

Islamabad, a team of experts led by
Major General (R) Akbar Saeed Awan,
former and founding Chairman National
Technology Council, visited the university.
Other accompanying honorable team
members were Brigadier Dr. Syed Waheed
ul Haq, Managing Director ARDIC, Heavy
Industries Taxila, and Brigadier Prof. Dr.
Aamer Baqai, Dean, NUST College of
Electrical

&

Mechanical

Engineering

(E&ME).

Honorable guests visiting the Automotive
Engineering Technology Laboraotry

with contemporary technologies. Mr. Fazal
Ghani, Assistant Professor of Automotive
Engineering, and other staff accompanied
the team.
This followed with a visit to the entire
campus and state-of-the-art auditorium
of the National Skills University, having a
unique architecture of Islamic values and
culture.
The Vice Chancellor thanked the team
members

Prof. Dr. Muhammad Mukhtar shared his
vision of establishing a center of excellence
in Automotive Engineering Technology
at the National Skills University and
sought pertinent advice from the visiting
team. After thorough deliberations and
discussions, the team members visited
the Automotive Engineering Technology
and allied laboratories. They gave their
suggestions to make these skills learning
setups more effective in training students

18

and

collaboration
Automotive
programs.

asked
and

and

for

support
allied

continued
for

the

technology

Pak-Afghan youth forum

The youth should utilize these media
to jointly educate Afghani and Pakistani

workshop

populations to work towards regional and

29 -31 January 2021

global peace.
Several distinguished speakers delivered
their lectures in sessions spread over three

For the second time, The Pak Afghan

days.

Youth Forum workshop was held
at

the

National

Skills

University

Science Auditorium on 29th - 31st
January 2021. This workshop having
the

hashtag

focussed
Storytelling
The

#MultiplyingThoughts

on

Narratives

in

a

workshop

Digital

and
World.

participants

were

apprised of the power of Twitter,
Instagram,
and

Facebook,

Tiktok

and

YouTube,

their

ethical

usage. It was felt that sometimes
these

outlets

spreading

are

falsified

misused

Ms. Wajiha Qamar, Parliamentary Secretary for

for

Ministry of Federal Education & Professional

information.

Training addressing participants of the PakAfghan Youth Forum participants

Pak Afghan Youth Forum Training Session

Vice Chancellor National Skills University

at the National Skills University Islamabad,

welcomes Pak Afghan Youth Forum team

Science Auditorium

members
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Vice Chancellor NSU meets
with the Chairman, Pakistan
Science Foundation (PSF)
PSF provides funding for scientific and
technological research.
12 February 2021
The Vice Chancellors of the Islamia

to stay healthy at workplaces. The current

University of Bahawalpur and National

COVID-19 pandemic has proved that

Skills University Islamabad visited the

workplace safety and human interactions

Pakistan Science Foundation (PSF). They

are deeply involved in spreading specific

met with the Chairman, Prof. Dr. Shahid

infectious and non-infectious ailments.

Mahmood Baig. During this meeting,

The Chairman PSF assured that he is

several aspects of skills & science

very keen to institutionalize molecular

education and their applied benefits were

medicine

discussed.

programs. Our nation must catch up on

The Chairman PSF disclosed that he is

emerging technologies to stay abreast

very keen to support programs that can

of these newly emerging products and

lead to the development of established

services.

products

or

processes

and

molecular

diagnostics

benefitting

national socioeconomic status. The Vice
Chancellor Islamia University Bahawalpur
discussed the possibility of funding for
the traditional drug discovery programs
as that university has ample expertise and
research facilities. Prof. Baig mentioned
that several competitive grants would be
floated soon to support such programs.
Prof. Dr. Muhammad Mukhtar requested
the Chairman PSF to support training
programs that can develop skills necessary

20

Prof. Dr. Muhammad Mukhtar with Chairman
Pakitan Science Foundation Prof. Dr. Shahid
Mahmood Baig and Prof. Dr. Athar Mahboob

The Scope of Vocational
and Technical Education in
Pakistan
12 February 2021

The

Sustainable

Development

Policy

need for technicians is ever-increasing,

Institute (SDPI) organized a meeting on

and the NAVTTC is trying to cater to these

the scope of vocational and technical

demands. He talked about competency-

education in Pakistan. It started with

based training implementation in the

welcoming

country.

remarks

by

Mr.

Shahid

Minhas, Head CLD, SDPI and introducing

Prof. Dr. Muhammad Mukhtar, further

the importance of vocational education

elaborating on the vision of the Chairman

in the country. The Chairman of the

NAVTTC, outlined that National Skills

National Vocational & Technical Training
Commission, Mr. Javed Hassan, in his
presentation, clarified that NAVTTC is not
in the business of training itself. Instead,
it is involved in setting standards of skills
education, assessing skills requirements,
affiliations,

data

collections

regarding

skills requirements within the country,
and industry linkages. The NAVTTC is
a policy and standards-setting body

University Islamabad is the pioneer in
the federal setup for advancing the
cause of vocational education in the
country. In the days
adopting

ahead, universities

curricula/competencies

that

can empower youth to work efficiently at
workplaces will survive. He mentioned
that a good integration among the
regulators

for

skills

education

is

required. However, the National Skills
University Islamabad will help in a faithful

and working on skills framework in the

implementation of the NAVTTC and the

country. He highlighted a demand for one

Higher Education Commission of Pakistan

and a half million skilled labor; however,

regulations particularly in technological

our total capacity is just 0.4 million. The

advancements
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and

associated

skills.

Mr. Shahid Minhas mentioned that it is

Mr. Naeem Akhtar, from GIZ Pakistan in

not prudent to implement a traditional

discussing the skills sector in the country,

university

highlighted youth bulge. According to

model for

skills/vocational

universities.

him, the right direction in skills training

Prof. Dr. Tahir Suleman, Vice-Chancellor

is very much needed instead of quantity

Khawaja Fareed University of Engineering

and presence of various weak training

and Technology (KFUEIT) highlighted

programs.

the importance of skilling youth as they

programs are specified and targeted for

are the major proportion of Pakistan’s

jobs and should be prioritized. Further

population. He elaborated on the role of

elaborating

KFUEIT in educating Southern Punjab

refers to youth without requisite skills and

youth in skills education. According to

unemployment is lack of opportunities. In

him, skill is the survival of almost every

a country like Pakistan, there is a need to

nation. He discussed both soft skills and

look into both these issues very carefully.

technological-oriented skills. According to

Mr. Rana Nazir Project Director, NSER-

Prof. Suleman, a trained workforce is badly

BISP, Islamabad mentioned that the

needed in the agriculture sector because

real definition of skills development

it contributes to the overall economy.

has changed, and we must align our

Mr. Murtaza Noor, the National Coordinator

priorities. Besides technical knowledge

of Inter-University Consortium for the

and capacity, skills development also

Promotion of Social Sciences, outlined

incorporates

that there is a need for specialized

behavior, attitude, and personal character.

universities providing much-needed skills

All this has happened due to rapid

in the country. He exemplified that the

changes in information communication

skilled workforce from Pakistan serves

technologies.

as a professor of practice in international

and communities should get involved in

universities; however, this skilled resource

getting a better future generation. There

should be utilized in the country also. There

is also a need to upgrade the respect for

is a great need for skills and technical

skilled manpower.

education in the country.

The conference concluded with a word of
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Vocational

on

unemployability

interpersonal

All

educational

that

capability,

educational

setups

NTC will formulate

(HEC), and NTC are developing a career

recommendations for

path for engineering technologists’ job

National Education Policy

Technology education experts of this

opportunities in the country.
meeting stressed that keeping in view the

17 February 2021
An

online

meeting

of

the

government’s deep interest and emerging
global demands, technology and skill
education must be on top of the agenda.

National

National Skills University (NSU) Islamabad,

Technology Council (NTC) was held on 17th

will chair the organizing committee.

February 2021. Mr. Imtiaz Hussain Gillani,
Chairman of the NTC, chaired this meeting.
Others

participating

in

this

meeting

were Prof. Dr. Muhammad Mukhtar, Vice
Chairman of the NTC, along with ViceChancellors

from

Alhamd

University

Quetta, Karakoram International University
(KIU) Gilgit, University of Engineering and
Technology (UET) Taxila, University of Swat,
NTC Meeting for National Education Policy of

Rector National Textile University (NTU)
Faisalabad.

the Country

Experts from Benazir Bhutto

Shaheed University of Technology and Skill
Development (BBSUTSD) Khairpur Mirs,

The meeting participants unanimously

Registrar and Program Manager of the NTC,

agreed to hold a meeting of all stakeholders,

also attended the meeting.

including technologists, in the 2nd week of

Participants of the meeting highlighted

March 2021 to formulate recommendations

the importance of technical education,

related to technology and associated

prioritized placement in the upcoming

skills trainings for their assimilation into the

education policy being formulated by the

National Education Policy. This meeting

Ministry of Federal Education & Professional

was held at the UET Taxila, and Prof. Dr.

Training (MoFE& PT). The Chairman, NTC,

Muhammad

disclosed that a joint committee of the

National Skills University (NSU) Islamabad,

MoFE&PT, Higher Education Commission

chaired the organizing committee.
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Mukhtar,

Vice-Chancellor,

IUCPSS Celebrates 9th
Anniversary
Founding Chairperson IUCPSS,
Prof. Mukhtar and Chairperson Punjab
Higher Education Commission Welcomed
Prof. Naqvi
25 February 2021
The Inter-University Consortium for the

Prof. Atta ur Rehman’s leadership are

Promotion of Social Science (IUCPSS) is

considered the guiding light even today.

celebrating its 9th anniversary with a series

Prof.

of talks by experts in higher education.

attending the seminar. He initiated his talk

The inaugural talk in this series was by

by describing the COVID-19 perspective in

Prof. Dr. S. Sohail H. Naqvi, Vice Chancellor

the realm of higher education. It is time that

University of Central Asia. His talk focused

everyone must think that what they can do

on the “Higher Education During and Post

at individual levels to thrive through these

COVID-19 – Opportunities and Challenges

tough times, including students, faculty,

for Pakistan”. This timely talk will assist

vice chancellors, regulators, parents, and

in identifying future avenues for the

community in general can do. In focusing

upcoming education policy in the country.

on the COVID-19 virus, he characterized

Professor Dr. Muhammad Mukhtar, Vice

it as a disease the world has never seen

Chancellor of the National Skills University

before. It has not spared any corner of

and Founding Chairperson of the IUCPSS,

the world and put a brake on all human

welcomed the honorable guest. Prof. Dr.

interactions and created massive scientific

Fazal Khalid, Chairman Punjab Higher

challenges like viral mutations avoiding

Education Commission, shed light on the

vaccine, jumping forth and back to animals

numerous services of Prof. Naqvi in higher

and humans. Numerous scientific avenues

education and technological forefronts.

are being explored and will continue to be.

According to him, Prof. Naqvi’s era was

Moreover, the virus spread exerted a

a golden period in higher education,

differential impact in different nations, age

unable to stay sustainable though policies

groups, etc. This happened in the era that

and procedures devised under his and

the world has great confidence in science
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Naqvi

thanked

everyone

for

and conquered everything. Pakistan was

from the traditional one. However, we

predicted to have 650000 death with

must keep in mind the bright future of

COVID-19 that in actuality is around 12000.

the youth. Let face challenges, learn what

It is a real blessing; however, scientifically,

we know, and involve languages as the

we do not have answers. Yet, still, we

factor, understanding space, assessment

do not know when we will be in the Pre-

mechanism,

COVID-19 situation returns.

knowledge and skills. For accomplishing

According to Prof. Naqvi, higher education

all these technologies exist by initiating

in Pakistan is mainly dependent on

learning spaces irrespective of languages

teacher-student

models

as technology allows us to go beyond

except for virtual university and few others.

language barriers. The aim is to meet the

Our degrees focus on knowledge with

needs of learners without compromising

lesser attention to skills. Our examinations

the quality. The ultimate objective is

have always been face-to-face to assess

a disruption with unlimited access to

ability and are based on the input model.

knowledge and skills of international

All the higher education is in English. The

standards.

traditional model needs to be combined

Prof. Naqvi presentation followed with an

with the new models having learned from

extensive question answer sessions and

COVID-19. We are forced to change the

possible solutions for devising future of

higher education system by looking at the

higher education.

classroom

and

possibilities of disrupting higher education

Participants of the IUCPSS Anniversary Celebrations
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balance

between

Transforming Pakistan
through Technology
Education Conference

Mr. Imtiaz H Gilani, Chairman National
Technology Council. In his presidential
address, he outlined youth empowerment
through

10th March 2021

quality

technical

education.

A one-day conference on transforming

Prof. Dr. Mohammad Inayatullah Babar,

Pakistan through Technology Education

Vice Chancellor UET Taxila, welcomed

was

held

all

the

University

Technology,

on

10th
of

Taxila.

March

2021

Engineering
The

at
and

conference

dignitaries,

followed

presentations including

by

expert

Dr. Nasir Ali

Khan, Executive Director of the National

participants gave their recommendations

Vocational

related to highlighting the importance of

Commission

technology education in the upcoming

Shoab A. Khan, Chancellor، Sir Syed

education policy. This conference was

CASE Institute of Technology, Prof. Dr.

conducted in hybrid mode involving

Ashfaq Ahmed Sheikh, and Mr. Nabeel

both online and physical presence of

Qadeer

industrialists,

engineers

The meeting concluded with a set of

academic leaders across the country.

recommendations presented by the Vice-

technologists,

and

Technical

(NAVTTC).

addressed

Training

Professor

this

Dr.

conference.

Chairman National Technology Council,
Prof. Dr. Muhammad Mukhtar.

The conference was presided over by

Selected Conference Phogoraphs
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Vice Chancellor Kohsar
University at the National
Skills University Islamabad

Prof. Mukhtar welcomes
Karakoram International
University Vice Chancellor
The Karakoram International University’s
Vice Chancellor, Prof. Dr. Atta Ullah Shah,
visited the National Skills University (NSU)
Islamabad on 17th March 2021.. Prof. Mukhtar
briefed him about ongoing academic
programs, mainly in contemporary and
emerging skills development. The KIU
Vice Chancellor took a keen interest in
the various programs that National Skills
University Islamabad is developing based
on national and international needs.
The KIU Vice Chancellor extended an
invitation to the NSU Vice Chancellor
that
he
accepted
with
gratitude.
Prof. Mukhtar will visit the Karakoram
International University, Gilgit Baltistan, for
signing a Memorandum of Understanding
for programs aimed at student’s and faculty
exchange in the area of modern skills
relevant programs.

The National Skills University Vice
Chancellor welcomed Prof. Dr. Syed
Habib Bukhari, Vice Chancellor Kohsar
University Murree, in his office. Both
discussed the challenges in higher
education. The Kohsar University Vice
Chancellor specific visit was to get insight
from the NSU Vice Chancellor regarding
new universities’ development. Prof.
Mukhtar assured full support to the Kohsar
University and will collaborate in several
skills relevant programs in hospitality
management and short training programs.
Pertinent to mention here is that Prof.
Mukhtar, Vice Chancellor, NSU has the
unique honor of serving as Founding Vice
Chancellor of three universities among
the five similar nature assignments.

Kohsar

Karakoram

University,

International
University,
Gilgit Baltistan

Murree
Vice Chancellor
at

Vice Chancellor

the NSU

Visits NSU
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Pro Vice-Chancellor Punjab
University Lahore Visits
National Skills University
Prof. Dr. Muhammad Saleem Mazhar, Pro
Vice Chancellor of the Punjab University,
met with the Vice Chancellor National
Skills University Islamabad in his office
on 17th March 2021.
leaders

discussed

Both academic
opportunities

for

collaboration. According to the Punjab
University

Pro-Chancellor,

they

are

always eager to collaborate with national
partners. Moreover, Punjab University
being the first university in the country
has ample infrastructure and a historical
repository

of

academic

evolution.

Prof. Mukhtar appreciated the efforts
of the current Vice Chancellor, Pro Vice
Chancellor, and the entire academic
Punjab University’s Pro Vice Chancellor

team of the Punjab University for serving

invited Prof. Mukhtar to visit the Punjab

as a role model for ongoing educational

University at the earliest to sign an MOU

activities even during the coronavirus

for initiating collaboration between two

disease 2019 (COVID-19). Besides state of

universities. Later, Prof. Dr. Muhammad

the art laboratories, the Punjab University

Saleem Mazhar took a tour of the National

has the latest biotechnology relevant

Skills

infrastructure and center of excellence like

Universities

laboratories

and

applauded the workshops having ample

the Center for Applied Molecular Biology

facilities for training people in various

(CAMB) and Center of Excellence in

skills.

Molecular Biology (CEMB) that could play
a significant role in coronavirus research.
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ms. wajiha qamar

technicians.

inaugurates National Skills

The Parliamentary Secretary lauded the

University mobile admission

novel idea of mobile admission campaign

National Skills University’s efforts for this
and highly appreciated ongoing work at

drive

the university. She mentioned every time

18 March 2021

she visits the university feels significant
improvements.

According

to

her,

the

Ms. Wajiha Qamar, Parliamentary Secretary

NSU will produce workforce

for

&

with the vision of the Prime Minister’s

the

Kamyab Jawan Program, component of

National Skills University Islamabad’s mobile

Hunarmand Pakistan (Skills for all). The

admission drive. The Chairman NAVTTC,

Chairman NAVTTC appreciated the NSU’s

Mr. Javed Hassan, and senior university

role towards skills programs for which his

officials and skills trainers were present

organization provides all requisite standards

at this ceremony. Currently, the National

and support.

Skills University is accepting applications

The Vice-Chancellor of National Skills

in five skills domains, including industrial

University thanked both dignitaries for their

automation, automotive technicians, short

continuous support towards the university

documentary

initiatives.

Ministry

Professional

of

Federal

Training,

Education

inaugurated

filmmaking,

cybersecurity

He

also

described

aligning

NSU’s

contributions during the corona pandemic.

management, and mobile manufacturing

Moreover, the mobile admission initiative is

Inauguration of NSU Mobile Admission Drive

NSU Mobile Admission Drive Team

by Ms. Wajiha Qamar
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Skills Development Challenges

renowned policy expert. Others present
in the session were Dr. Khalid Mahmood,

on Frontier Technologies in the

Director, Benazir Income Support Program;
Dr. Nasir Ali Khan, Executive Director,

context of UNCTAD’s Technology

National Vocational and Technical Training

Readiness Index

Commission (NAVTTC); Mr. Faisal Khawaja,
CEO

26 March 2021

of

Microvision

National

series

organized

Institute

of

Public

by

as

Government
an

advisory

of

Pakistan

body

for

Among

Policy

Pakistan’s

informed

Index.

countries
124th

position.

contemplated
position

in

ranked,
improving

the

Frontiers

Mukhtar, establishing a database of existing
technologies

training

centers,

creating

competitive environments for their growth,

the context of UNCTAD’s Technology
moderated

lower-

Technologies Index. According to Prof.

Challenges on Frontier Technologies in
was

158

secured

Participants

serving

The session entitled “Skills Development

Index”

the

Pakistan

decision making and service delivery.

Readiness

on

for Frontier Technologies

the

(NIPP), an independent Think Tank of
the

contemplated

ranking of Pakistan in the Readiness

Prof. Dr. Muhammad Mukhtar participated
dialogue

industrial

experts and team members of the NIPP.
Participants

in

besides

and

by

appropriate

policies

are

urgently

needed to enhance Pakistan’s visibility in the

Dr. Safdar A Sohail, Dean NIPP, a world-

Readiness for Frontiers Technology Index.

Vice Chancellor National Skills University Islamabad
participating in the National Institute of Public Policy Dialogues
30

faculty
search

Advertised
January 24, 2021

We are looking forward to
recruite and welcome faculty
members having a deep
interest in teaching our youth
with requisite skills for existing
and emerging technologies.
The National Skills University
Islamabad strongly believes
that Technology underpins
all facets of modern life and
evolves fast during current

31

times. Throughout our lifetime,
we would have witnessed
breakthroughs
that
will
significantly impact and reach
society. Our purpose is to
educate our students to create
and
apply
contemporary
knowledge and technological
advances, thus improving their
quality of life and contributing
to the national economy.

I T E q u i p me nt Pu r c has e
DAWN
2 9 January 2021
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R en ovat i o n W o rk at t h e Nationa l S k ills U niv e r s it y Is l a mabad
DAWN
2 9 Ja nuary 2021
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dignitaries visits and miscellaneous events

Mr. Kalim A Siddiqui and Registrar from the

World renowned architectural designer Mr.

PCATP visit the NSU Islamabad

Tony Ashai (Aziz Ashai) at NSU Islamabad

Prof. Dr. Zakir Hussain Former VC and Mr.

Friends of Enviroment and Pak-Turk Maarif

Hussain Ahmad Madni Former Secretary IBCC

International Schools at NSU Islamabad

Brig (r) Khalid Mukhtar Farani visits National

Mr. Amjad Warraich, Director Sports, Islamia

Skills University Islamabad

University Bahawalpur at the NSU
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dignitaries visits and miscellaneous events

Higher Education Commission of Pakistan

National Defense University team visit the

team meeting with the Vice Chancellor NSU

National Skills University Islamabad

National Skills University students visit

NAVTTC sponsored skills training programs

Pakistan Institute of Additive Manufacturing

Industrial trips

National Skills University students industrial

NAVTTC sponsored skills training program in

trip (Hunarmand Pakistan Program)

Documentary Filmmaking
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embarking on academic activities
NAVTTC - Prime Minister’s
Hunarmand Pakistan
Program, High-TECH-Cohort-B
(2021) at the National Skills
University Islamabad
The National Skills University Islamabad

completing the certificate, youth can either

is offering five high-tech skills courses.

initiate their businesses as entrepreneurs

These courses are free of cost without

or have employment opportunities in

any

industries

admission

or

tuition

National

Vocational

and

Training

Commission

has

fee.

The

seeking

skilled

workforce.

Technical
provided
ADVANTAGES OF STUDYING AT
THE NATIONAL SKILLS UNIVERSITY
ISLAMABAD

funding for these courses through Prime
Minister’s Hunarmand Pakistan Program.
The application submission process has

• Highly qualified skilled trainers

been completed, and soon, candidates will

and staff

be interviewed. Programs being offered are:

• Skills training in state of the art
1. Automotive Technician (High Tech)

laboratories

2. Documentary Short film making

• Relevant industrial

3. Industrial Automation/PLC/SCADA
4. Network Security & Cybersecurity

collaborations

5. Mobile Manufacturing Technician

• Easily accessible through
public transport

The National Skills University has stateof-the-art laboratories/workshops where

• Located in the heart of the

students will be trained in these skills

capital city Islamabad

under the guidance of instructors having
industrial/vocational

experience.

Upon
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